Origin Story for CBD Brand
Subject Line: I know your pain (and how I beat it!)

It’s 7:00 am.
Your alarm goes off.
You shrug back the covers and swing your legs over the side of the bed.
That’s when it stings you.
The shooting pain in your knees as your feet hit the floor.
The tingle in your wrists as you sit up on the side of your bed.
You think to yourself, “I wish I could have just one full day where I didn’t have this monkey on
my back (or knees)!”
“Is this how it’s going to be for the rest of my life?”
“I guess it’s just part of getting older…”
“I miss the days where I took getting out of bed for granted.”
One negative thought after another, all because of some stupid joint pain.
Not the best way to start your day.
Luckily for you, I’ve found a solution… but it wasn’t always this way.
In 2018 when I was only 38, I started noticing the slight tingles and a creeping stiffness in my
knees.
So I popped some Aspirin and ignored it.
But things continued to get worse.
And I continued to ignore things in a state of perpetual denial.
The pain got worse.

And I started to get crankier.
I started working out less…
My spouse became more annoyed with my poor attitude…
I would wake up every morning feeling worse than the day before.
When I finally went to the doctor (at my wife’s behest), they told me it was early arthritis due to
my active lifestyle and there was nothing I could do…
Which made me even more pissed off!
I was distraught.
It wasn’t until I started to do my own research (aka Google) that things started to turn around.
What did I find?
CBD
After all of the time I wasted avoiding the issue, unproductive doctor’s appointments, and bottles
of harmful pain meds…
CBD was the safest, healthiest, most effective way to treat my ailment.
And I was furious at myself for not finding it sooner.
I started purchasing the best recommended CBD lotions I could find…

●
●
●
●
●

Topical lotions
Oils
Gummies
Tinctures
Even CBD ice cream!

I even signed up for a monthly massage package that used CBD oil.
And the best part?
I started to notice a difference!

Gone were the days of waking up with shooting pain and stiffness in my knees.
That’s when I knew I needed to create a product that took the best qualities of all these products
and put them into one simple to use product.
Here’s the thing about CBD…
The results are life-changing, but the delivery systems aren’t always great, convenient, or tasty.
Total CBD delivers all of the benefits of CBD, specifically for joint pain, all in a once-a-day pill.
No slimy oil, bad-tasting tincture, or massage needed.
And don’t worry, you won’t fail and drug test with our product. All of our CBD is THC free!
Now you have two options to start feeling relief from joint pain with CBD.
#1 Trial and Error - You can spend months and hundreds of dollars trying out all of the different
methods and products…
OR…
#2 Tried and True - You can take the shortcut from someone who's spent the last two years
perfecting the pain-relieving formula.
The choice is yours fellow sufferer.
But if you want the quickest, most simple, and reliable way to remove joint pain for good, then
Total CBD is it.
We’ll deliver you your daily dose of pain relief right to your front door, every month.
No need to overcomplicate things. Just one pill a day keeps the joint pain away.
>>> Click here to sign up for your monthly subscription of Total CBD <<<
If you:
● Are tired of feeling like life is passing you by/the best years of your life are behind you.
● Want a simple, holistic relief solution for your joint pain.
Then Total CBD was made for you.
>>> Click here to sign up for your monthly subscription of Total CBD <<<

Your “free from pain” friend,

Tyler Nedrud

